To understand the mechanism of the various shape riblets on drag reduction, computational fluid dynamic software is used to numerical calculate three typical riblets, such as v-shaped riblets, interval-triangular-shaped riblets and blade-shaped riblets. Values of the h/s (height-to-spacing ratio) are selected to explore the differences between the riblets on the flow field. The drag reduction reason is that the riblets have a large low resistance area. The low resistance area is affected by the riblet height. With the height increasing, the wall shear stress of the low resistance area reduces. The high resistance area is related to the near wall turbulent kinetic energy. The turbulent kinetic energy analysis can determine the strength of the various shape riblets' high resistance. The characteristics of various shape riblets in the flow field are different from each other. The actual drag surface area also affects the drag reduction.
Introduction
Predictions of the boundary layer and wall friction are important for engineering flows [ 1 , 2 , 3 ] . Diversity of the drag-reducing solutions is currently concerned with resource conservation and environmental protection. A series of orderly riblets arrange on the surface, the near wall turbulent structures are blocked. The flow is changed and the drag reduces. Interests in the drag-reducing researches have increased, and the applications have been widely used in many fields, such as the aerospace [4] , pipeline transportation [5] , and wind turbine [6, 7, 8] . Researchers have proceeded studies on the bionic riblets drag reduction in various fields. Walsh et al. [9] studied that a series of longitudinal grooves were conducted in a hot-wire experiment. Park and Wallace [10] used the miniature single sensor hot wire probe to measure the velocity in different locations of the v-shaped riblets. Kim et al. [11] showed a hierarchical structured of nano-structures on micro-riblets in the experiments. Launder and Li [12] adopted a two-equation turbulence model to compare the v-shaped, u-shaped and blade-shaped riblets. Pollard et al. [13] studied a control volume finite element simulation for the thin blade-shaped riblet and v-shaped riblet.
Considerable interpretations were proposed to explain the drag reduction mechanism from various aspects based on experiments and numerical simulations [14, 15, 16] . However, the mechanism of drag reduction is not sufficient. The various shape riblets characteristics need to be further study. Through the v-shaped riblets, interval-triangular-shaped riblets and blade-shaped riblets simulation, the characteristics of the flow field are concerned, such as the wall shear stress, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate, vorticity magnitude and turbulent viscosity ratio.
Numerical Simulation

Computational domain and mesh
The streamwise direction length of the computational domain is 2 m for a fully developed flow. The normal direction length is 0.5 m to ensure that the upper boundary has no effect on the turbulent boundary layer. The upper boundary is the velocity inlet, and the lower boundary is the flat plate or riblets. The inlet boundary is the velocity inlet, and the outlet boundary is the outflow. The periodic boundary condition is used in the spanwise direction.
Meshes in the streamwise and spanwise direction are uniform. The meshes can be refined in the area adjacent the bottom riblet structure to ensure 1 y   in the normal direction. Mesh number of the blade-shaped riblets(t=0.02 mm) is twice than the flat plate. The mesh number of the flat plate is 0.3 million. Different density meshes are simulated to determine appropriate meshes.
Numerical method
The re-normalization group (RNG) k-epsilon enhanced wall function turbulence model is used. The pressure velocity coupling is SIMPLEC [17, 18, 19] . The discretization schemes are second order upwind [20, 21] . The velocity inlet is unite 7.5 m/s.
Structure and geometry of the riblets Three typical structure riblets are selected in figure 1. The same shape riblets arrange parallel in the flow direction. Table 1 is the sizes of the flat plate and riblet. Riblet shape cases have different riblet parameters, the height h, the spacing s, the thickness t and the angle of riblet, which change independently. 
The Analysis of Flow Field
Total drag change ratio Table 2 provides the total drag change ratio of the various shape riblets. All of the positive total drag change ratios were towards the drag reduction direction. The drag reduction effect of the v-shaped riblet at h/s=1 was better than at h/s=0.5, while the other shape riblets at h/s=0.5 was better than at h/s=1. The optimal drag reduction effect was the v-shaped riblet at h/s=1, whereas the worst drag reduction effect was the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.1 mm) at h/s=1.
Wall shear stress
In figures 2 to 5, the first line graphs are the riblets at h/s=0.5, the second are at h/s=1. Figure 2 presents the wall shear stress contours distribution. The wall shear stress which was less than or equal to the flat plate was defined as the low resistance area, the opposite was the high resistance area. The velocity inlet influenced the entrance situation. The wall shear stress of the flat plate and riblets was higher than the other streamwise direction in the entrance. The flat plate was uniform in the spanwise direction, whereas the riblets were opposite in the same direction. At the top of the riblets, the wall shear stress was higher than the flat plate. At the bottom, the wall shear stress was lower than the flat plate. 
Turbulent kinetic energy
To reduce the influence of the velocity inlet, the cross section is analyzed at 1.5 m position in the streamwise direction. In figure 3 , the turbulent kinetic energy of the flat plate was uniform, the riblet was opposite in the spanwise direction. In the near wall region, the turbulent kinetic energy was from low to high, then reducing with the normal distance increasing. When the riblets compared at h/s=0.5, the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.02 mm) had the smallest area of the high value, the drag change ratio was not the largest. The interval-triangular-shaped riblet had the best drag reduction effect. When the riblets compared at h/s=1, the v-shaped riblet had the smallest area of the high value, the drag reduction effect was best. In figure 4 , the turbulent dissipation rate of the flat plat was uniform in the spanwise direction, while the riblets were opposite in the same direction. In the near wall region, the state of the turbulent dissipation rate was the process from low to high, then reduction with the normal distance increasing. The turbulent dissipation rate of the whole riblets height was at a low value. When the riblets compared at h/s=0.5, the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.1 mm) was at a high level than the other riblers. At h/s=1, both the t=0.1 mm riblet and the interval-triangular-shaped riblet were at a high level. The area of the interval-triangular-shaped riblet was larger than the t=0.1 mm riblet.
Vorticity magnitude Figure 5 . Vorticity magnitude contours distribution.
In figure 5 , the vorticity magnitude of the flat plat was uniform in the spanwise direction, while the riblets were opposite. The vorticity magnitude value of the flat plate was high at the beginning in the normal distance. With the normal distance increasing, the vorticity magnitude of the flat plate began reducing. The vorticity magnitude state of the riblets was the process from low to high, then reduction with the normal distance increasing. The riblet also had a high value at the top of riblets, which was higher than the flat plate. The high value area of the v-shaped riblet at h/s=1 was larger than at h/s=0.5. The interval-triangular-shaped and the blade-shaped riblets compared each high value area at the values of the h/s, the results were the same. The high value area of the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.1 mm) was larger than the t=0.02 mm riblet.
Turbulent viscosity ratio Figure 6 . Turbulent viscosity ratio along the normal direction. Figure 6 is the turbulent viscosity ratio along the normal direction at h/s=0.5 and h/s=1. The velocity inlet of the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent dissipation rate was set to reduce 10 times, the turbulent viscosity ratio reduced the same scale. At h/s=0.5, the relation of the turbulent viscosity ratio was as follow: the flat plate> the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.02 mm)> the v-shaped riblet> the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.1 mm)> the interval-triangular-shaped riblet. At h/s=1, the relation of the turbulent viscosity ratio was as follow: the flat plate> the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.02 mm)> the blade-shaped riblet(t=0.1 mm)> the v-shaped riblet and interval-triangular-shaped riblet.
Summary
Typical shaped riblets are numerically calculated by the RNG turbulence model. Values of the h/s (height-to-spacing ratio) are selected to explore the differences on the flow field. The following conclusions are obtained:
(1) Various shape riblets drag reduction reason is that the riblets have a large low resistance area. The low resistance area is affected by the riblet height. With the height increasing, the wall shear stress of the low resistance area reduces.
(2) High resistance area is related to the near wall turbulent kinetic energy. The turbulent kinetic energy analysis can determine the strength of the various shape riblets' high resistance.
(3) Characteristics of various shape riblets in the flow field are different from each other. The actual drag surface area also affects the drag reduction.
